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would be a model of the C++ language,
consisting of objects in the language and
their mechanisms of interaction. This
model is used to simulate the expected
knowledge-point of some particular C++
language construct, e.g., C++ pointers.
The correct behaviors of the student are
trained for that artifact. In our paper, the
behavioral discrepancies are used to generate feedback to tutor.
This paper has three goals. The first goal
is to present our approach to teaching object-oriented program in general and C++
in particular. Secondly, we discuss our
experience associated with teaching C++,
in particular focusing on the advantages
and disadvantages of the method. Finally,
it is to examine our curriculum design, it
trains student capability for memory,
speed, attention, flexibility, problem solving in program(shown in Fig1.).

Abstract
Case teaching method can make students
active in program course. Therefore, it is
adopted in C++ training. Laboratory Animal System (LAS) is a standalone case
for management of laboratory animal, the
code is written in Visual C++ and it can
be installed in Windows system. In this
paper, we present an overview of LAS
architectural design and user interface by
C++. The case method will provide an
interactive learning environment for students. According to the survey of feedback, it is summarized that students will
be able to learn C++ program and gain
knowledge more quickly and effectively
than students using traditional methods of
teaching.
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1. Introduction
Among the six levels of abstraction of
educational objectives proposed by
Bloom [1], we target application (use
methods in new situations, solve problems using knowledge) in our ITS, as opposed to program synthesis, which has
been the focus of many earlier works (e.g.,
Model Tutor [2], program style[3]). Our
work focuses on case teaching rather than
the entire programming enterprise.
We have been using ASP.NET to model
the domain for LAS[4]. In our case, this
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Fig. 1: Training goals of method

2. LAS Background
Laboratory animals such as Rhesus monkey and rats, they have been regarded as
primary research tools because of medicinal studies[5]. To share and analyze multi-scale structural and functional data and
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ultimately to integrate them with genomic
and gene expression data, and to reduce
the number of animals needed, management of LAS has play more important
role for scientists in the world.

ry animal make use of the requisition
form.
After related experiment, user must return
laboratory animals, so it needs he records
the information about laboratory animals
and experiment. User inputs category and
units of consumable, LAS system computes total expense based on fee standard
of consumable. If animals were dead,
LAS record the related information about
laboratory animal carcass. Fig.3 demonstrate the flowchart of the proposed LAS
system.

Fig. 2: Laboratory animal

We simulate Laboratory Animal System(LAS) with C/C++ programming
technology in which users can roam and
complete operation process in accordance
with management regulations of barrier
housing facilities. LAS system suits general-embedding data, and it has higher
accuracy as the analysis of data can reflect issue and management information
of specimens. LAS will offer a powerful
new tool for exploring the morphologic
effects of laboratory animals. Also it is
good exercise for students using C/C++
program.
3. LAS system and example

Fig. 3: Flowchart of LAS.

In this section, we teach student how to
design LAS system, the major function
includes Define Laboratory Animal, Apply for Laboratory Animal, Return Laboratory Animal, Compute fee.
3.1. Flowchart

LAS automatically compute total expense
of animal on standard fee, See Algorithm
1 for more details about this calculation.

Data structures of the laboratory animal
are defined, including the basis property
(num, name, sex, standard) and extend
attribute (unit, count, price). From above
laboratory animal status, user may apply
for animals; while user input data to requisition form accordance with current
format. After finished the task of inputting, user push “submit” button, system
will submit the requisition form to administrator. He can reject or accept the requisition form. User may obtain the laborato-

Let n as fee number, p i is price, ci is
count, so we compute fee sum as follow:
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gram, although most students use it from
command line, just like the C++ compiler.

n

sum   pi ci  SF

(1)

i 1

SF is special fee if animal was dead.
3.2. Programming example
The limited space of the article does not
show an full analysis. However, we will
try to give some idea of the functionality
of LAS with two versions of a (very)
small program, presented in Fig. 4. and 5.
These programs define animal with struct
format and output data to file whether data of animal is correct.

Fig.6. An example of LAS user interface.

4. Effectiveness and student feedback
The case teaching method has been used
in C++ programming courses since the
year 2008 and has been used by over
1500 students. Experiences and feedback
on method usage have been collected by
different kinds of questionnaires from
students and in personal discussions with
them over the years. The teaching personnel have also been interviewed about
their experiences in using the method and
in tutoring students who have used it. The
discussion messages always provide good
insight to the most difficult and the most
interesting issues in the course. By the
method,
teaching
covers
almost
knowledge points of C++ course (shown
in Table 1).
We collected an anonymous survey from
C++ course students after about 2/3 of the
course was passed. Although the course
discussion group had mostly negative
comments about the method from students, the results of the survey showed
the opposite, even though there were still
some technical problems with the new
method. The results are presented in Figure 7. Most of the students considered the
method as a good solution and means to

Fig. 4: Program code with definition of animal.

Fig.5: Example of output to file with link list.

3.3. User interface
The tool, Visual C++ 6.0, has been implemented for the Windows environment.
The output format and content can be
controlled by giving different options for
the tool. For example, the output can contain only the given fees compared to the
maximum, or also the information of the
animal. The exact requirements can also
be checked from the released configuration file with teacher’s comments. There
is also an window interface to the pro566

support learning new issues in programming. However, it can be seen that many
of them thought that the required measurement levels were too fastidious.
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Fig.7. Student feedback on the method.

5. Conclusion
In this article, we have presented the
method of case teaching in C++ programming courses. Student have built
LAS system and worked them into automatically measurable program.
The technical solution seems to be adequately flexible for different education
purposes. Based on one case of laboratory
animal, some usability and technical issues that could be further developed. It
has been shown that the method have
specific reliability and code convention.
LAS requirements with All technical advancements have been included in our
courses, to support learning with best
possible knowledge and practices.
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